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Caption: Cinematographer Paolo Sodi uses his Focus 22 SDS System 
on a recent documentary in Camargue, France

broadcast & PRO-VIDEO

about Cartoni
For 84 years, Cartoni SpA has set the international standard for excellence in camera support. Headquartered in 
Rome, the company serves camera professionals in over 60 countries with innovation and manufacturing excellence 
in every one of its fluid heads, tripods, pedestals and other products. Engineered in Italy, most Cartoni products 
come with an industry-best 5 year warranty.

Caption: Professional Football Team uses a Focus 22 system with two pans bars for their small studio set up

The Focus family of fluid heads are compact 
and lightweight. Designed for today’s high-
performance cameras, the Focus family 
is the perfect system for independent 
content creators, digital cinematographers 
and broadcasters. The Focus family pairs 
well with Cartoni’s innovative SDS Tripod 
which sets up & folds in an instant.

focus 
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SDS TRIPOD

F A S T.  D E P E N D A B L E .  A F F O R D A B L E

S E T s  U P  &  F O L D S  I N  A N  I N S TA N T

Set-up your legs
in an instant with
a single lever

Innovative ring folds
tripod and spreader

with a single movement

Patented SmartLock Spreader 
allows the tripod to go lower 
than most standard tripods

Available in
carbon-fiber or aluminum

Mid-level location of
lever allows tripod to be

easily deployed for
extremely high shots
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MASTER 30 MASTER 40 MASTER 65

40 kg 80 kg30 kg

broadcast & STUDIO SOLUTIONS

Master

MAGNUM 
With a payload capacity from 30 to 95 kilograms, the Magnum 
is ideal for long OB lens configurations and bulky camera 
accessories such as teleprompters and talent monitors. 

The Magnum features high performance continuous drag 
to ensure a wide variety of drag intensity, from almost 
freewheeling to maximum drag.

Digital readouts for counterbalance, pan and tilt intensity are 
conveniently positioned on the head.

With perfect drag and counterbalance, 
all fluid heads in the Master Series 
can easily progress from almost 
freewheeling to an extremely consistent 
maximum drag, with precise starts and 
stops. 

All controls are ergonomically placed and 
an illuminated digital readout indicates 
counterbalance.



SERVICE
We provide fast & efficient turn around on all service items. Don’t wait three months to get the gear you need fixed today. 
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pedestals
PERFECT FOR STUDIO & OB -
CARTONI PEDESTALS ARE 
LIGHTWEIGHT, STURDY,
PRECISE, TORQUE-FREE
AND PORTABLE.

P90

P70

P20

Extremely  versatile, the Cartoni P90 two-stage pedestal 
is designed to support camera/lens combinations up 
to 90 kg covering the entire range of Studio and OB 
configurations.

The system is compact and portable, the 2 stage column performs an on-shot 
stroke of 74 cm with a smooth and precise movement. The sturdy and yet 
lightweight dolly is equipped with high precision double wheels interlocked 
by a specially designed chain allowing accurate travelling and steering, even 
on-shot.

The Cartoni P70+ is a portable and compact system 
for both Studio and OB applications. Extremely stable 
yet lightweight, its ideal performance is reached with 
camera/lens combination up to 75 kg.

The innovative column design provides outstanding 
stability and jerk-free control with exceptional smoothness and precise 
movements. 

Extremely compact and lightweight, the P20 Pedestal is 
the ideal partner for mobile work and lightweight studio 
needs. The P20 features a rugged and precise Dolly 
and a high precision pneumatic column for maximum 
stability, smoothness and jerkfree operation. Supports 
a maximum payload of 25 kg.



YEAr
WARRANTY 5 On all fluid heads and pedestals.

unparalled in our industry. 

DIGITAL CINEMATOGRAPHY

maxima

total dutch head
A patented new revolutionary tool to add a 3rd axis lateral rotation
to any classic heavy duty pan and tilt head.
Allows unprecedented 360 ° rotation for extraordinary creative shots.  
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The premier line of Digital Cinema heads, 
the Maxima series was designed by and for 
cinematographers. Cartoni’s long history of 
developing cinematography supports can 
been seen in the attention to design detail 
and superior performance. Patented drag 
and balance systems provide a feel that 
has raised the industry standard on what is 
expected in a fluid head. User controls are 
located and designed for comfort and are 
reinforced by decades of muscle memory 
that allow operators to quickly fine tune 
head performance by feel.
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The Nodal head design has become synonymous with Cartoni. Over the 
decades Cartoni has perfected and advanced the Nodal head design 
to become an industry standard. The camera movement inherent 
in the Nodal design is a distinctive visual style, and when combined 
with Cartoni engineering the result is performance that cannot be 
easily replicated. Cartoni’s patented 3rd Axis options further expand 
the Nodal capability for Dutch angles and full 360 horizontal rotation, 
offering capabilities that are truly unique.

lambda
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The Master 25 is a robust, yet lightweight fluid head designed to support 
the latest cameras complete with long lens, viewfinders, prompters 
and pan bar controls for new studio production as well as OB/ENG/EFP 
applications, with a payload capacity of up to 30 kg. 

The new Sports 200 is a revolutionary set of tripod legs, designed 
specifically to meet the rigorous demands of sports and outside 
broadcast (OB) production. 

The new Sports 200 is built with duralumin as used in the aircraft 
industry and offers outstanding torsional rigidity with camera 
packages, up to 200 kg, in all possible large camera/lens configuration.  

The STEERING P70 Pedestal is a new version of the bestselling P70, a 
portable and compact steering system for both studio applications 
with a super-smooth drive for easy travelling and OB applications. 
Extremely stable, yet lightweight, the Steering P70 delivers a superb 
performance with any camera/lens combinations up to 75 kg. 

new products


